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At IFAT NESTRO® demonstrated solutions in the field of air sifting and dust 

extraction 5 

 

NESTRO® Lufttechnik GmbH presented in Munich system components for 

air sifting, material separation and dust filtering in the waste and recycling 

industry. Although recycling continues to have an enormous importance, 

overcapacity is leading to cut-throat competition, which can only be won 10 

with significantly better technical and economic solutions. NESTRO® assists 

the customer to meet these new challenges, because we ensure optimum 

operating output, energy efficiency and clean air. Visitors could find out 

about the business experience of the enterprise on the exhibition stand 

thanks to live demonstration exhibits. 15 

 

Air Sifting 

NESTRO® offers a wide variety of air sifters:  

Simple air sifters consist of a blow hood and an extraction hood that can 

separate up to three different fractions. 20 

In closed SL air sifters the lightweight fraction (film, paper) is first 

pneumatically lifted and extracted. Then a more powerful incoming 

airflow separates the medium fraction (wood, plastic residue) from the 

remaining material stream. The heavy fraction (glass, ceramics, stones, 

concrete) is collected at the beginning. 25 

The new, live demonstrated three-fraction separator NDFS is used to 

produce three factions with different weights, for example, contraries, 

PET bottles and labels, film and paper. It operates in recirculation mode, 

with between 10% and 40% excess air from the dust extraction being 

fed in. Corresponding measures in the classifier housing prevent the 30 

entrainment of light materials in the heavy materials and target fraction 

stream.  

 

Separator Lock 10/7 

In the disposal and recycling industry, NESTRO® separators provide an 35 

efficient pressure-free discharge of residual materials in the airflow, for 

example, upstream of a dust extraction system. They are always 

individually matched to the material being processed. The live operated 

exhibit demonstrated its robustness in the handling of audio, video and 

barrier tapes or other stringy contraries. The emptying operation of the 40 

lock was supported by purge air to achieve optimum throughput 

performance and to clean the lock chambers. The sturdy NESTRO® 

separators suitable also for long fibres are dimensioned for air volumes 



from 6.000 up to 38.000 m³/h. They feature compact dimensions to save 

space on site and are easy to maintain thanks to their large inspection 45 

doors. 

 

Deduster NE 250 JET 

The NE 250 - also demonstrated live - is a negative pressure filter 

perfectly suited for the extraction of industrial dust with a maximum air 50 

volume of 5,050 m³/h. He features a nominal air volume is 3,530 m³/h 

at a negative pressure of 2,650 PA. The compact design offers many 

possibilities of a space-saving installation thanks to the sacking into 

mobile bins. The filters are regenerated by compressed-air pulses ("JET") 

and in this way suitable for 24/7 operation. 55 

 

Founded in 1977, NESTRO® Lufttechnik GmbH is now one of the largest 

established manufacturers of extraction and filter technology products and 

systems, the downstream heating technology and surface engineering as 

well as sorting and disposal technology. More than 150 employees at the 60 

three production sites in Germany, Poland and Hungary are engaged in 

development and production according to individual customer 

specifications.  
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Images: PM 07.16.jpg The demonstration of the three-fraction-

separator of NESTRO® found attention with many 70 

prospective customers. 
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